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Abstract. How to guarantee user’s QoS (Quality of Service) demands be- 
comes increasingly important in service-oriented grid environment. Current  
research on grid resource advance reservation, a well-known and effective me-
chanism to guarantee QoS, fails to adapt to dynamic variability of grid resource, 
and imprecise deny of user’s reservation request often happens. For this,  
new system architecture for advance reservation is proposed. SNAP (Service 
Negotiation and Acquisition Protocol) is extended to support this architect- 
ture. Then VRC (virtual resource container) is adopted to alleviate negative  
effect resulted from resource performance variability, and QDD (QoS deviation 
distance) based logical resource selection algorithm is addressed to decrease 
imprecise reject rate of reservation. At last, this new architecture is deployed to 
campus grid, and two illustrative experiments are conducted in campus grid too. 
Preliminary results show that it can alleviate negative influence of grid resource  
dynamic fluctuation and avoid imprecise reject of advance reservation request  
effectively. 

1   Introduction 

Services provide higher-level applications for large-scale, open environment. Thus, 
services can be used to implement and configure software applications in a manner 
that improves productivity and application quality [1]. With the emergence of OGSA 
(Open Grid Services Architecture) and WSRF (WS-resource framework), grid begins 
to be a use case for Web Services [2, 3].  

QoS (Quality of Service) encompasses important functional and non-functional 
service quality attributes, which is the key issue in service-oriented grid. Since deliv-
ering end-to-end QoS is a critical and significant challenge, how to guarantee QoS 
becomes a hot issue in this area. Advance reservation is a well-known and effective 
mechanism to guarantee QoS. GRAAP(Grid Resource Agreement and Allocation 
Protocol) work group of GGF(Global Grid Forum) has defined advance reservation as 
[4]: an advance reservation is a possibly limited or restricted delegation of a particular 
resource capability over a defined time interval, obtained by the requester from the 
resource owner through a negotiation process.  
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In this study, we propose enabling system architecture for multi-resource advance 
reservation, which can adapt to dynamic variability of grid resource. Efficient logical 
resource selection algorithm is designed and implemented. Preliminary experimental 
results indicate that dynamic multi-resource advance reservation strategy proposed in 
this paper can avoid negative influence of grid resource dynamic fluctuation and im-
precise reject of advance reservation request effectively. 

The contribution of our research is as follows: 

1. We overview related work of multi-resource advance reservation in grid envi-
ronment. Concept and possible states of advance reservation are concluded. Ad-
vance reservation states transition is analyzed. 

2. New system architecture for multi-resource advance reservation is proposed. 
VRC (virtual resource container) is proposed firstly and embedded in this archi-
tecture too. It aggregates same kind of logical resource and binds reservation re-
quest with resource dynamically. Consequently, it can solve negative influence 
of grid resource dynamic fluctuation effectively, and enhance stability of grid 
system. 

3. QDD (QoS deviation distance) based logical resource selection algorithm is 
implemented in our architecture. QDD describes distance between user’s desired 
QoS requirements and resource QoS properties, and QDD calculation method is 
improved newly in this paper. Then, QDD based logical resource selection algo-
rithm is proposed. It avoids imprecise reject of reservation request, which exists 
widely in previous reservation negotiation strategies. 

2   Related Work 

The draft document of advance reservation established by GRAAP surveys advance 
reservation functionality in batch scheduling system [4]. It considers advance reserva-
tion from the client’s perspective, where the client may be a user or a super-scheduler. 
Advance reservation is defined as a possibly limited or restricted delegation of a par-
ticular resource capability over a defined time interval, obtained by the requester from 
the resource owner through a negotiation process. Possible states of advance are also 
proposed in this document. 

SNAP (Service Negotiation and Acquisition Protocol) is proposed in [5], which 
provides lifetime management and an at-most-once creation semantics for remote 
SLAs (Service Level Agreements). Three different types of SLAs are included in 
SNAP. They are Task service level agreements (TSLAs), Resource service level 
agreements (RSLAs) and Binding service level agreements (BSLAs). BSLA associ-
ates a TSLA with the RSLA and the resource service capabilities should satisfy the 
task’s requirements. BSLA binds a task with a certain resource statically. This static 
binding is good for systems without supporting advance reservation, because this 
binding does not consider resource status at job’s runtime. When applying this  
static binding to support advance reservation, the availability of this bond resource at 
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runtime cannot be guaranteed, for resource may join or quit dynamically and the 
workload also varies dynamically in grid environment. So, this performance fluctua-
tion of grid resource will increase reject rate of advance reservation in great extent. 
Aiming at this deficiency, new architecture for advance reservation is proposed in this 
paper. VRC in this new architecture binds task with resource dynamically. And by 
using queuing theory, it is proved virtual resource container can improve service abil-
ity without degrading quality of service. 

A lot of negotiation strategies for advance reservation have been presented in pre-
vious research. Backup resource selection is added to reservation to guarantee quality 
of service [6], which clusters same type resource and selects backup resource accord-
ing to resource availability. Priority based reservation strategy is proposed in [7]. QoS 
and contention-aware multi-resource reservation is addressed in [8].  Though these 
reservation strategies mentioned above are able to solve some problems in grid envi-
ronment, there are at least two deficiencies. First, user’s QoS requirements are rarely 
considered. And these few existing consideration on QoS is short of good representa-
tion and classification of grid QoS. Second, the criterion of denying user’s reservation 
request is coarse granularity. Imprecise deny of request often happens. In fact, not 
satisfying some provisional QoS requirements should not result in deny of user’s 
request. Our proposed resource selection algorithm considers multi-dimensional QoS 
parameters and tries to avoid this imprecise deny of request based on detailed research 
on grid QoS in our early work. 

R. Al-Ali, etc. classify the service QoS properties into five QoS domains in [9]. 
From performance perspective, grid QoS should include accounting QoS, service 
reliability and service security. And from guarantee mechanism perspective, grid QoS 
includes service QoS and provisional QoS. Our early research classifies grid QoS 
parameters newly from performance perspective and hierarchical structure model is 
proposed [10]. It can represent QoS parameters very well and reflect the intuition of 
the grid QoS. Grid QoS indeed can also be divided into service QoS and provisional 
QoS according to guarantee mechanism. Service QoS includes all the QoS parameters 
which must be guaranteed during reservation process. Its values can not be degraded. 
But QoS parameters belong to provisional QoS can be degraded within a range during 
negotiation process. Service QoS and provisional QoS are considered respectively to 
avoid imprecise deny of user’s reservation request. 

3   States of Advance Reservation 

The possible states of advance reservation are addressed in [4] as table 1 shows. It is 
seen that the lifecycle of advance reservation starts from Requested and ends in either 
of following four kinds of state: Declined, Cancelled, Terminated and Completed. An 
advance reservation that ends in Completed state is a successful reservation and that 
ends other three state is unsuccessful reservation which may be resulted from sched-
uler’s refuser or user’s canceler.  
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Table 1. States of Advance Reservation 

State Description 
Requested or In 
Negotiation 

A user has requested, or is negotiating, a set of resources for 
a reservation. If the reservation is accepted/agreed, it goes to 
being booked. Otherwise, it becomes declined. 

Declined The reservation is not successfully allocated for some  
reason.   

Booked A reservation has been made, and will be honoured by the 
scheduler. From here, the reservation can become active, or 
be cancelled by the user or system, or be altered. 

Booked, change 
requested/in 
renegotiation 

A user is trying to alter the resources for the reservation 
prior to its starting. Goes back to booked state on success or 
failure. 

Cancelled A user or scheduler cancels the reservation prior to  
beginning. 

Active The reservation has started, but not ended. 
Terminated A user, or possibly the system, terminates an active  

reservation before the end-time. 
Completed The reservation continued until its end-point. 
Active, change 
requested/in 
renegotiation 

A user is trying to alter the resources for the reservation after 
the reservation has become active. Goes back to active state 
on success or failure. 

4   Multi-resource Advance Reservation Architecture 

In order to support dynamic advance reservation, enabling system architecture is 
introduced, which is illustrated in figure 1. Logical resource encapsulates service 
ability providing to remote tasks. This service ability varies with local workload, 
however, the capability of resources is fixed. Various logical resources can be divided 
into different kinds according to their function. VRC is proposed in this paper to ag-
gregates the same kind of logical resource to be a computing pool. When user submits 
reservation request, advance reservation interface provided by VRC negotiates with 
user broker. If this negotiation is successful, advance reservation queue is established 
in VRC. VRC is responsible for maintaining and scheduling advance reservation 
queue, and renegotiating when negotiation is booked. It also collects available logical 
resource information and refreshes dynamically. 

Figure 1 shows two kinds of logical resource: computing resource and device re-
source. Two kinds of VRC aggregate these two kinds of logical resource. User broker 
submits advance reservation request to advance reservation interface, and then ad-
vance reservation queue is established. When an advance reservation element in 
queue arrives at its start time, VRC selects appropriate logical resource by logical 
resource selection manager. And it binds this reservation with selected logical re-
source dynamically. Then this advance reservation process is invoked and switches to 
active state. 
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Fig. 1. Architecture for Advance Reservation 

In this architecture, the key part is VRC, which aims to solve dynamic fluctuation 
of grid resource.  So, the performance of VRC determines the performance of this 
advance reservation architecture.  

By using of queuing theory, a computing pool including c distributed supercom-
puters is proved that: while keeping the same average waiting time, the throughput of 
each supercomputer can be significantly improved by increasing the rate of receiving 
user’s applications [11]. We assumed that the advance request arrival process is a 
Poisson process and a server has a service time which is an exponentially distributed 
random variable. A computing pool including c distributed supercomputers is mod-
eled as M/M/c queuing system. The average waiting time of M/M/c is deduced in 
queuing theory, and Wqc can be calculated by formula (1). 
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In formula (1) a is workload ratio and C(c,a) is the probability of all supercomput-
ers are busy when an application arrives. These two parameters are derived from 
formula (2) and formula (3). 
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A M/M/c queuing system has the following properties: Wqc is the monotonic in-
creasing function of λ1, and Wqc is the monotonic decreasing function of c. So, a 
balanced condition exists: Wqc kept unchanged, while λ1 can be increased with the 
growth of c. It is said that kept Wqc unchanged (means non-degraded quality of ser-
vice), the rate of receiving user’s application λ1 (means service ability) will be in-
creased with the growth of number of supercomputers aggregated by computing pool.  
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This result can be used to illuminate the VRC can improve service ability without 
degrading quality of service. So, the VRC can avoid negative influence of grid re-
source dynamic fluctuation effectively, but without degrading the performance of 
advance reservation. 

5   Logical Resource Selection Manager 

5.1   Calculation of QoS Deviation Distance 

QoS deviation distance is used to quantify the extent that grid resource satisfy or 
dissatisfy the user’s QoS requirements. It is the basis of negotiation and is calculated 
by formula (4) in [12]. 
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Where:  
User request vector is : Q={q1,q2,……qm} 
Resource property vector is: R={r1,r2,……rm} 

This calculation by method reflects the distance between user’s QoS requirements 
and resource QoS properties, but it is not appropriate for all kinds of QoS parameters. 
To provisional QoS, smaller QoS deviation distance denotes user is satisfied more. 
But to service QoS, once no resource can meet user’s QoS requirement, this user’s 
request should be denied, no matter how small QoS deviation distance is. When ap-
plying formula (4) to advance reservation negotiation algorithm, it selects resource 
with minimum QoS deviation distance. But once one service QoS parameter can not 
be satisfied, this resource can not satisfy this user’s request actually, even QoS devia-
tion distance is so minimum. Then renegotiation should be executed, and the effi-
ciency of negotiation process will be decreased in great extent. So we have to improve 
on the calculation method of QoS deviation distance. 

Grid application is represented as a set of grid service requests and grid resource in 
one VO can be abstracted to a set of logical resources [10]. Grid application 
A={S1,S2,…,Sm}, SNAP establishes TSLA for each grid service, which can be seen as 
a vector of QoS parameters, Si={q1,q2,…,ql}. Grid resource R={R1,R2,…,Rn}, RSLA is 
also established by SNAP, Ri={r1,r2,…,rl}.We assume there exists k service QoS pa-
rameters and namely l-k provisional QoS parameters. So, TSLA and RSLA can be 
represented as : Si={q1,q2,…,qk,qk+1,…,ql}, Ri={r1,r2,…,rk,rk+1,…,rl}. 

QoS parameters are divided into negative criterion and positive criterion [13]. 
Negative criterion denotes the higher value the lower quality, such as response time. 
Positive criterion denotes the higher value the higher quality, such as CPU cycle and 
memory size. We define characteristic value cj to represent whether user’s j-th QoS 
parameter is satisfied. cj=1 represents it is satisfied perfectly, or cj=0. cj of negative 
and positive criterion are calculated by formula (5) and (6) respectively. 
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hi denotes whether all service QoS  parameters of  the i-th grid service request are 
satisfied perfectly. We calculate hi by formula (7). If hi=1, it shows that all cj=1, 
1≤j≤k, namely each service QoS parameter can be satisfied. And if hi=0, it shows that 
at least one service QoS parameter can not be satisfied and this user request will be 
denied. After all service QoS parameters were satisfied, QoS deviation distance is 
calculated to determine the distance between resource performance and requirement. 
So, QoS deviation distance calculation formula is redefined as follows. 
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5.2   QDD-Based Logical Resource Selection Algorithm 

Logical resource selection manager is used to select current appropriate logical re-
source to complete reservation request in queue. Our selection algorithm is based on 
QoS deviation distance, which tries to select logical resource with minimal QoS de-
viation distance. 

A successful reservation is abstracted to three tuple: advance reservation request 
ID, logical resource ID and a time interval in the future. We assume Remn is reserva-
tion matrix, Remn[i][j]=tij denotes the completed time tij that resource Rj is delegated 
to Si. So, the main purpose of this selection algorithm is finding a near optimal reser-
vation matrix. The input of this selection algorithm is advance reservation requests 
queue, named as AR_Queue, and logical resource set, named as LR_Set. The element 
of AR_Queue should include necessary parameters of advance reservation, and it is 
defined as a triple < ti

start, ti
p,Qi>, in which ti

start is the start time of reservation, ti
p is 

duration of this reservation and Qi is QoS parameters of this reservation request. The 
output is reservation matrix Remn. The selection algorithm is described as follows. 

(1)While AR_Queue is not null 
(2)Si=AR_Queue.out() 
(3)   If tcur==tstart 
(4)     For j=1 to j=n 
(5)        Determiningεij using formula (8) 
(6)        Qdmn [i][j]=εij 
(7)     End for 
(8)      For each eligible resource in increased order 
   according toε 
(9)       Assume current resource is LRj 
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(11)         Remn[i][j]=ti
start+ti

p 
(12)         Break 
(13)        End if 
(14)    End for 
(15)  End if 
(16) End While 

The advance reservation requests queue AR_Queue is ordered by start time of re-
quests. When the queue head arrives at its start time, it calculates QoS deviation dis-
tance matrix Qdmn, which denotes the QoS deviation distance between grid service 
request Si and logical resource LRj. Then available resource for each request is of in 
increasing order according toε. And available resource is delegated to service request 
whose ε is small as possible as we can. Reservation matrix Remn[i][j] records com-
pleted time of this reservation request, which is designed only to be convenient to 
confirm the availability of resource and start time can be gained from advance reser-
vation request triple. 

6   Experimental Results 

Our experiment is conducted in SEUGrid(Southeast University Grid), which is devel-
oped based on Globus Toolkit. SEUGrid is designed for AMS-02(Alpha Magnetic 
Spectrometer) experiment. The AMS experiment is large-scale international collabo-
rative project, and it is the only large physics experiment on the international space 
station [14]. Before AMS-02 is launched, SEUGrid is mainly used to process mini-
type vast data in the MC (Monte Carlo) production. MC production is a kind of typi-
cal parameter sweep application, which is executed with a distinct set of parameters. 
There are also no inter-task communication or data dependencies in MC production.  

Because to execute a MC production job requires large mount of computational 
and storage resource, resource advance reservation mechanism is needed to guarantee 
QoS. System architecture for advance reservation proposed in this paper is imple-
mented in SEUGrid. And QoS oriented logical resource selection algorithm is applied 
to SEUGrid too. We use part of computational resources in SEUGrid to conduct our 
experiments.  

In this experiment reservation requests include HPL (High Performance Linpack) 
testing jobs and MC production jobs. HPL jobs are much smaller than MC production 
jobs. According to adjusting HPL problem size, executing time is limited from 10min 
to 30min. And the executing time of MC production job is often limited from 1 hour 
to 4 hours. In order to simulate the fluctuation of grid resource, all grid nodes produce 
local HPL request randomly. We assumed that once CPU execute local HPL testing 
job, this CPU is seen as unavailable, which cancels accepted remote reservation re-
quest in this time interval and will not accepts any other remote reservation request at 
all. We produce 2400 reservation requests spreading over 24 hours, namely 50 re-
quests per 30 minutes. The success rates of reservation with VRC and without VRC is 
compared in figure 2 – each point represents the success rate in a 30 minutes interval. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of Reservation Success Rate 

During one day, the average success rate with VRC reaches 92%, while without 
using VRC is only 66%. This result shows that VRC constantly achieves higher over-
all success rate, though resource performance varies dynamically in grid environment. 
And the range of curve without VRC is 35.3%, but using VRC reaches 12.9%. This 
result indicates that using VRC results in good stability of grid system. 

7   Conclusion and Future Work 

In the work described in this paper, main research focuses on alleviating negative 
influence of grid resource dynamic fluctuation and avoiding imprecise reject of ad-
vance reservation request. Two solutions, which are VRC and QDD-based selection, 
are embedded in advance reservation architecture. Performance evaluation and ex-
perimental results all indicate that dynamic multi-resource advance reservation  
strategy proposed in this paper can solves these two difficulties mentioned above 
effectively. 

Workload balance and more flexible QoS supports for advance reservation will be 
researched and implemented in near future. 
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